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NATIONAL ADVISCLRY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 825
,,

NIHI)-!T!UNN2LINVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF YAW ON

LATERAL-STABILITY CHARACT!3RISTICS

111 - SYMMETRICALLY TAPERED WING AT VARIOUS POSITIONS ON

CIRCULAR FUSELAGE WIkH AND WITHOUT A VERTICAL TAIL

By Isidore G. Recant and Arthur R. Wallace

SUMMARY

Model oonbinati.ons of an 2UCA 23012 tapered wing and
a circular fuselage were tested in the NACA 7- by 10-foot

.
wind tunnel to deternine the effect of longitudinal wing
position on the change in lateral stability due to inter-
ference. The aerodynamic center of the wing was located
at approximately 80, 130, and 180 percent of the mean
chord from the nose of the fuselage. At each of these
locations, the model was tested as a high-wing, a midwing,
and a low-wingmonoplane. “For each combination, tests
were made with a partial-span split flap neutral and de-
flected 600 and with and without a vertical tail. The
rearmost low-wing combination was tested with and without
a fillet.

The results are presented in the form of charts
showing, for each combination, the increments of the
slopes of the curves of the rolling-mom-ent, the”–yawing-
moment, and the lateral-force coefficients against yaw
due to wing-fuselage interference. Contours are also
given that show the variation at zero angle of attack of
these increments with the position of the wing on the
fuselage.

“ The longitudinal position of the ,wing was found to
have very little effect en the wing-fuselage interference
as compared with vertical position. The wing-fuselage
interference tended in most cases to decrease the effec-
tive dihedral as the wing position was changed longitudi-
nally; of the three longitudinal locations tested, the
maximum effective dihedral:was obtained at the central
position. The effect of the wing-fuselage interference
on directional stability inoreased favorably when the
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wing location was moved forward. The influence of wlng-
fuselage interference ’”on”the directional stability con-
tributed by the vertical tail was beneficial for the low-
wing combination a“nd detrimental for the high-wing com-
bination and this influence increased as the wing posi-
tion was moved rearward. The fillet prevented sudden
changes iq the lateral-stability characteristics of the
low-wing model at high ,angles of attack below the stall
by delaylng the occurrence of the Imrble at the wing-
fuselage Juncture.

INTRODUCTION

The rates of ohange of rolling-moment, yawing-moment,
and lateral-force coefficients with yaw are important
factors in the calculation of the--lateral stability of an
air’pla.neand, consequently, these parameters .have been the
subject of extensive investigation by the ,NACA. The ef-
fects of stich variables as tip shape, dihedral, taper, and
sweep are reported in references 1 and 2. A theoretical
determination of lateral-stability characteristics of’
wings as affected by some of these factors is preeented
in reference 3. The effect of wing-fuselage interference
on lateral-stability characterist-ics has been investigated
for wings of various tapers and sweeps in such combinations
with circular and elliptical fuselages as to form high-
wing, mtdwing, and low-wing monoplanes. These hesults are
given id references 4 and 5.

The tests reported herein are a continuation of the
investigation of wing-fuselage interference and were made
with the circular fuselage and symmetrically tapered wing
used in the tests described in reference 4. The chief
variable was the longitudinal position of the wing on the
fuselage. The wing was located one-half of the mean chord
length’forward and rearward of the position used for the
tests of reference 4. At each horizontal location the
model “was tested as a high-wing, a midwing, and a low-wing
monoplane. Data for the central posftion, taken from ”ref-
erence 4, are included for comparison.

APPARATUS AND MODELS

●✍

B

The tests were made in the NACA 7-= by 10-foot wind
tunnel with the regular six-component balance. The tunnel
and the balance are described tn references 6 and 7.
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The model (see fig. 1) was the same as the one used
for the tests of reference 4, except that the fuselage
was recut so that the wing cou3d be mounted about 0.5 of
the mean chord forward and about 0.5 of the mean chord
rearward of the original position. For the high-wing and
the low-wing combinations the outer surface of the wing
*#as made tangent to the surface cif the fuselage. In all
cases the ‘wing was set at 0° incidence.

The 3:1 Symmetrtc.ally tapered wing, which is fully
described in’ reference 3, is of ?JACA 23012 section with
the maximum upper surface ordinates in one plane, giving
the chord plane a dihedral of 1.45°. The tips are forned
of quadrants of approximately ‘similar ellipses. The
sweepback of the locus of one-quarter chord points is
4.750, the area is 4.1 square feet, and the aspect ratio
is.6.l.

The, fuselage is circular in cross section and was
made to the ordinates given in reference 8. The vertical
tail is of NACA 0009 section and has an arbitrary area of
53.7 inches, which includes a portion through the fusela”ge
as shown in figure 1. Its aspect ratio, based on this
area and the span measured from the center l~ne of the
fuselage, is 2.2.

Split flaps df :20-percent chord’ arid 60-per.cent span
were made of l/16-inch steel. For the high-wing and the
midwing combinations, the flaps ”were cut to allow for the
fuselage, and the gaps between the fuselage and the flaps
were sealed. The flaps were attached at a 600 setting.

i~hen the wing WaS in the low rearward positi~q, a
fillet was used. The fillet is shown in f“igures 2(a) and
2(b).

TESTS

The test procedure was similar to that used in previ-
ous investigations (re~ererices 4 and” 5). The wing was
tested in the high, the middle, and the low positions at
0.5 of the mean chord both forward and rearward of the
longitudinal locations used,in reference 4. Tests were
made with and without the flaps and with and without the
vertical tail for all wing positions.

All combinatioris’ tiere tested at angles of attack
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SO, 0°, -d 5:;from -10° to 200 with the model yawed - A
yaw range of -10° to 15° waB investigated at angles
attack 1° and 4° below the angle of attack for maximum
lift.

A dynamio pressure of 16.37 pounds per square foot,
which corresponds to a velocity of 80 miles per hour
under Standard conditions, was used in all tests. The
Reynolds number baeed on a mean wing chord of 9.842 inches
was about 609,000. Based on a turbulence factor of 1.6,
the effective Reynolds number was about 975,000.

RESULTS

The data are given in standard nondimensional coef-
ficient form with respect to the wind axes and the center-
of-gravity locations shown in figure 1. The coefficients
for the fuselage alone and fuselage plus fin are based
on wing dimensions.

CL lift coefficient (L/qS)

CD drag coefficient (D/qS)

c,m pitching-moment coefficient (M/qS=)

Cy f lateral-force coefficient (Y’/qS)

‘y’+ slope of curve of lateral-force coefficient
against yaw (aey~/avO

c~f rolling-moment coefficient (Lt/qSb)

CL slope of curve of rollin -moment coefficient
against yaw (ac~ljaiff f

en 1 yawing-moment coefficient (N~/qSb)

c1
‘Q

slope of curve of yawing-moment coefficient
against yaw (M1n/aV1)

Ax change in partial derivatives caused by wfng-
fuselage interference

*

*

#

#

Liz change In vertical tail effectiveness caused by
wing-fuselage interference
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where
., .

L

D

lift

drag

lateral force

rolling moment

pitching moment

yawing moment

dynamic pressure (1/2pVa) ‘ .

tunnel air velocity

air density

wing area
,“

wing span.
:

average wing chord ..

“.
angle of attack corrected to free stream, degrees

wind-tunnel angle of attack, degrees

angle of yaw, degrees .
,

angle. of flap deflection, degrees

. . . .

Lift. drag, and pitching-moment coefficients for the
various wing-fuselage arrangements are presentetl in fig-
ure 3. l?he values of a and CD shown in this figure
were correc%eri to free air,, but in all subsequent figures
no corrections to a; were made. P1o*s of gelling-moment,
yawing-moment, and Iateral-for.ce coefficients for the
loy-wih~ tom%’i’nattoq wire given in figures 4 to 6 for yaw-..
tests at ’”l””and 4: below the angle of attack for maximum
lift. ‘~he.lateral-stabilfty characteristics of-component
parts ,of the model appear in figure 7.

:.”-’
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The increments of the partial derivatives with r$-
spect to $’ of rolling-moment, yawing-moment, and lateral- r

force coefficient due to wing-fuselage interfez’enoe ‘1
and due to wing-fuselage interference on the vertical tail
A~ are shown in figures 8 to 13 and in figures 14 and 15
by contours for at = OO. The zero value of angle cf at-
tack , for which the contours were made, is considered rep-
resentative because the interference increments do not
vary greatly with angle of attack. All data for the cen-
tral longitudinal wing positions were taken from reference
4. The increment Al is the difference between the slope
for the wing-fuselage combination without the fin and the
sum of the slopes for the wing and the fuselage, each
tested separately. Thus, A= is the change in c@
Ct

n *J and Cy ~w oaused by wing-fuselage interference for

the model without the tail. The increment A2 is the
difference between the slope produced by the vertical tail
with the wing present and the slcpe produced by the verti-
cal tail with the wing absent. The increment Aa is
therefore the change in effectiveness of the vertical tail
caused by the addition of the wing to the fuselage. If,
for example, the value of CnlV

●

for the complete model Is

desired, the following equation may be used:
*

cnI

w‘Cntw (Will~)+Cnlw (fuselage and tail) +AZCnlW+AaCntV

Values of Ca:w and CY’* for the complete model may be

obtained in a similar manner. .

The values of cl~~~ Cnt$, and (jYt$ “used to com-

pute 41 and Aa were obtained from tests at -5° and 5°
yaw by assuming a straight-line variation between those
points. This assumption has been shown in reference 5 *O

be valid except at high. angles of attack. Tailed points
on the curves of figures 8 to 13 were obtained from slopes
measured from curves in figures “4 to 6 and others similar
to these.

The values of cl Iv
.

and C tnlJl depend!,on the center- 1
of-gravity location. All data, except aB noted, are &fven
about a center-of-gravity location that moved with the
wing longitudinally while it “remai’ne,d‘o”n””the-canter line .
of the fuselage. This method $S considere,d,to be the ti~st
practical because the aerodyn~lc center of the w~ng will
be in the neighborhood of the oent&# of gravity on airplanes. I
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It is likely therefore that AICn?” , AaCn~V,
w.

AIC\t ,
*

and A#l~W contain increments due to the movement of

the center of gravity with respect to the fuselage. For
this reason some of the data were recomputed for a aenter-
of-gravity location fixed at the center position on the
fusela e and are presented in figures 9(d), 9(e), .12(d),

fand 12 e). With the fixed center.of gravity, the tail
length is the same for all combinations and the effect of
wing-fuselage interference on c, :0 and C 1Il@ due to the

tail is isolated from the effeot of center-of=gravity
location.

The pitching-moment coefficient was not zero for. most
of the tests. A correction to c~fy should be made by

means of the following formula:

Clw = Cltw + 0.0029 Cm

DISCUSSION

General c mm rat~.- The movement of the center of grav-
ity of the mod~l ~ith change in wing location results in
a change in the slope of the pitching-moment curves, as
may be seen ih figure 3. Inasmuch as the pitching moment

--

of the fuselage becomes more stable as the center of grav-
ity is moved forward; the’ forward-wing arrangements are
expected to be more stable in pitch than the rearward-wing
arrangements. .

The effeo~ of the fillet On the characteristics of
the low-rearward arrangement (figs. 3(f) and 3(g)) is Of
interest. The fillet prevents separation below the normal ‘
stall and thus increases the maximum lift coefficient and
smooths the ‘h&eaks in the curves of drag and pitching-
moment coefficient. It may be rioted, however, that the
angle of attack for maxlm~ lift is higher without the
fillet when the flap is unreflected..

ln the plots Of the yaw tests at high angles of attack
(figs. 4 to. 6), the effects of center-of-gravity location
and fillet are again in evidence. With the vertical tail
in place the forward-wing combinations are most stable in
yaw because of the I.onger tail length. The fillet on the
low-reward combination reduces a large variation of c~t
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with” *C Lo “practically zero by removing the effect of
the burble. The effect of the cetiter-of-gravity location
and the fillet will be discussed in greater detail in
later sectiono.

The lateral-stability characteristics of the f~se-
lage antd.,thewing shown in figure 7 are reproduced from
references 4 and 5.

Xing-fusel E Inte f x Ca .- The effects of vertical
position of theaw~ng onrt~ee~uselage on lateral stability
characteristics have already been discussed in reference
4; hence the discussion in this report will be confined
chiefly to the effects of changing th~ wing position lon-
gitudinally along the :uselage. The effect of vertical
position of the wing is, ho~!ever, about the same regard-
less of longitudinal location.

The increment AIC~!

$
(shown.in figs. 8 and 14) !s

positive for the high-win combinations and negative for
the low-wing combinations. Variations with longitudinal
changes in wing location are swa12. If the low wing with
flaps neutral is moved either forward or rearward, there
is a small increase in effective dihedral. The increase,
however, is not enough to make %c~’q positive. For

all wing positions with &laps deflected 60° there *s, in
gene%al, a decrease in effective dihedral as the wing is
moved in either direction from center; the decrease i“s
greater for movement forward. The fiil~t on the 10w-
rearward combination with 6

$
= Oo (fig. 8(c)) removes

the break and the reversal o sign caused by the burble
at 10o angle of attack.

.nfw (figs.The parameter, A C 9 and 14) has a ten-

dency to become more stabilizing as the wi~~ moves forward,
although the trend is not consistent, especially in the
ca~e of the low-wing combination. Ylie contours (fig. 14)
show an.increase in the stabilizing influence of AC~IE$
as the wing is moved forward, ‘QErticularly when 6f = 60°,

but the tendency does not hold for the entire unstalled
angle-of-attack range. As in the case of AICI( , the

@
fillet prevents. the, sudden divergence of AzCntti at high

angles of~ttack caused by flow separation QZ ~he wing
root.
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When ‘A>GnrW is recalculated for center-of-gravity
,.

location fixed at the central position on the fuselage,
the foregoing effects are not apparent or are even re-
versed in some cases (figs. 9(d) and 9(e)).

The value of %GY’~ is usually positive hut is
.

small for midwing combinations (figs. 10 and 14). With
flaps neutral, movement of the wing either forward or
rearward has very little effect, but th-e t“bridenc-yis to-
ward a decrease in ALCyt . ‘ifIthflaps deflected

w
(500,

movement of the wing in any direction from the midcenter
position increases the lateral force due to interference
for angles of attack of normal flight. when the wing is

in the high or the low position, it proba%ly acts as a
partial end plate, Increasing the effective aspect ratio
of the fuselage that is acting as an airfoil when yawed;
hence, an increase in lateral force is to be expected.

Effect f Wing-fus 1 ~e interference n vertical
tai~.- The i;crement b;c;f$ is shown in ~igures 11 and

15, where the effect of longitudinal position of the wing
is seen to be small and erratic.

In general, ~ (figs. 12 and 15) is Po_S.i..t$.ye2A2Cn t
.,

or destabilizing, for the high-wing combinations and is
neg~t”iire, %r stabilizing? for the low-wing combinations.
~he longitudinal position of the wing has little effect.
In mo-st cases, the increment AzCn~@ becomes more stabi-

lizing as the wing is moved rearward along the fuselage.
With flaps neutral, the ffllet decreases the directional
stability at low and mediun angles of attack but produces
no change at high angles below the stall. With flaps
deflected 600, the fillets increase the directiorial sta-
bility and the variation is lese e>ratic at high angles of
attacko

When moments based on a fixed tail length are con-
sidered, there is a small but definite tendency toward
an increase in interference as the wing is moved rearward.
This interference is destabf,lizing- for the caeq of the
high wing and is stabilizing..for the case of the low wing
(figs. 12(d) and 12(e)). J ~ ,“. : --—

“,’. . ..-—

In general, A2CY ~ti ‘(figs; 13 and 15) ie positive

for the low-wing combinations and negative for the high-

.
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wing combinations. The effect is small; but the trend is
toward more .flnter~erence as the wing is moved rearwa.rd~
which decreases the lateral force of the high-rearward
combination and’ increases’ thje lateral force of the low-
rearward coinbitiation’(figs. 13(a) and 13(c)). l!he con-
tours (fig. 15), however, show that this effect may be
chiefly caused by the fact that the forward wings are
closer to the centqr line of. the fuselage. With flaps
deflected 60°, the fillet increases the lateral force on
the vertical tail. At high angles of at.tack there is
also an increase with the flaps neutral.

Some of the rel~tions between Ac!
an.~ and A2cy’@

are of interest. The existence of sidewash angles in the
region of the vertical tail for a modei very sinilar to
the present one was reported in reference 9. For the low-
.wing combination the sidewash angles increased the direc-
tional stability, while for the high-wing combinations the
sidewash angles decreased the directional stability.
Since the present report shows that.the rearward- wings have
an even greater influence” on the ,veztical tail, “there must
be an increase in the sidewash angles. A comparison of
AzCnt~ and A2Cy~ , with and wit”hotit the fillet for ‘the
low-rearward combi~ation shows that-,“in general, the fil-
let causes a forward shift in the lateral center of pres-
“sure.

CONCLUSIOiTS

The effect of changing the.wing position longitudinal-
ly cYn the fuselage was small when compared with the effect
of changing the wing position vertically. For the low-
wing combinations with flap neutral, there was a small
increase in effective dihedral as the wing position was
shifted In either direction longitudinally from the cen-
tral position. For all combinations w~th flaps deflected
$300, the effective dihedral decreased as the wing was
moved longitudinally in either direction from the central
position.

The change in directional stability due to interfer-
ence with change in the longitudinal position of the wing
was small, but the wing-fuselage I’nterferentia tended to
increase the directional stability as the wing was moved
from the rearward position to the forward position. !J?he
influence of the wing-fuse~age interference on the vertloal

,

.

,

1

r B
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tail was slightly greater for the rearward wing positions
than for the forward positions. The tendency was to make
the high-wing combination less stable directionally and
the low-wing combination more stable directionally.

+
For tailless co~bfnations with flaps neutral, changes

in lateral force caused by longitudinal position of the
wing were negligible. For all combinations with flaps
deflected 600, the wing-fuselage interference tended to
increase the lateral-force coefficient. The lateral force
b.ecarne greater as the wing was moved in any direction from

> the midcenter position. The fnfluence of wing-fuselage
interference on the vertical tail was slightly greater for
the rearward-wing combinations than for the forward c~m-
binations. The Interference tended to reduce thb lateral-
for.ce coefficient for the high-rearward combination a~d
to increase it for the low-rearward combination.

A ‘fillet at the wing-fuselage Juncture on the low-
,rearward combination removed the effect of the burble and
j?reveated the sharp divergence of lateral-stability char-
acteristics a few degrees below complete wing stall. Its
effect at low angles of attack was generally small.

The wing locati~n giving most favorable total int~r- ._.
ference for the low-wing combinations was the rearward
position; for. the high-wing combinations it was the for-
ward position.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,’
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,.

Langley Field, Va. ; July 31, 1941.
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I’lgure2@.- Rear view of wing fillet on low-wing monoplane model tested In the
MAOA 7- by 10- foot wind tunnel.
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Figure 2@).-Side view Lf wing fillet on low-wing monoplme model tested In the
NACA 7- by 10- foot wind tunnel.
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(a) Wing”forward end hi@. (b) win= rearward md hi.qh. (c) Wiw forward and middle-
(d) *img rearward end middle. .. ______

Figure 3 a to g. - Lift, dre&, and pit,chirg-nomwnt coeffioiente of the complete model UACA23012
wi~ with circular fueel~ end fin. —.
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(c)Tailoff;6~~600. (d)Tailon~6~i60. (o)Tailoff;6~i600.- (d)Tailon;6~i60°.,_ .,.

Figure4.-Variationof rolling-momentco Figure !5.-Variation of yawing-momentco-
efficientwith yaw. NhCA 23012 efficientwith yaw. NACA 23012

wing with circularfuselap a6 low-wing wing with circ@m.fusel&e au low-wing
monoplane. monoplene. ~._
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‘(a)Tail off;6f,00. (b) Tail on;6f,0°
(c) Tail off;6f,600. (d) Tail on;6f,@1°.
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Figure /4.– Contours of ]occrhon Qf wing aerodyn~m}c center for -a
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